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Original Amniotic Protection Code Removal
When our soul was “born” or “birthed”, it was perfect in every way, totally
balanced; but in order for our soul to have “physical bodies” (including physical,
mental, emotional), a protection code was put in place so soul could survive in
harsh, low vibratory conditions. Soul could not handle low dense vibrations. What
started out as highest intent, though, not only protected soul‟s bodies, but also had
a byproduct (side effects) put into place a mechanism that other negative things
could also attack, attach or inhabit soul‟s bodies. It took soul from a balanced state
to one of polarity. It also created a situation that soul itself never could “feel”
complete... a situation that an individual would always be looking for completion,
looking outside of oneself for answers, looking for outside influences to solve
life‟s questions. Added to that, soul‟s bodies became potential breeding grounds
for cords, negative attacks, emptiness, low self esteem, etc.
The original protection code was put into our amniotic fluid. After we, as a fetus,
started to grow and mature in our mother‟s womb, according to Wikipedia,
amniotic fluid or liquor amnii is the nourishing and protecting liquid contained by
the amnion of a pregnant woman. Amnion grows and begins to fill, mainly with
water, around two weeks after fertilization. After a further 10 weeks the liquid
contains proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and phospholipids, urea and electrolytes,
all which aid in the growth of the fetus. Amniotic fluid is continually being
swallowed and "inhaled" and replaced through being "exhaled", as well as being
urinated by the baby. It is essential that the amniotic fluid be breathed into the
lungs by the fetus in order for the lungs to develop normally. Amniotic fluid also
protects the developing baby by cushioning against blows to the mother's
abdomen, allows for easier fetal movement, promotes muscular/skeletal
development, and helps protect the fetus from heat loss. As a person is born this
“protective film” has integrated itself throughout all your “bodies.” Since the
vibratory rate of our earth has been transforming and we also have been increasing
our individual vibratory rates, we no long need the protection we once did.

As we stated above, the original intent of the amniotic protection was solely to help
us “cope” and be able to survive in the worlds we were to inhabit. Not only do we
not need that protection, but the original intent bastardized from protection to
actually setting up situations that held us “earth bound” (or any planet bound), we
became fertile grounds for anything outside of ourselves. It was almost as if we
became giant magnets or the stuff flycatchers are made up of and drew all sorts of
unsavory things into our bodies (again, bodies being physical, mental and
emotional). No wonder no matter how much we try, we have been unable to
sustain a balanced state. We can get centered, but find it difficult to maintain it.
We can get rid of cords, etc. but they seem to come right back or have others
replace the ones we just got rid of. We keep looking for “the answer,” think we
find it, but somehow we still have a “hole”.... We „know‟ we are vibrating with
much less density, but it never “feels” like it.
We have talked about cords before but did not realize what a broad spectrum of
things that could cause a cord to form. We knew that a cord could form when we
think of someone or when someone thinks of us both in a positive or negative
(psychic attack) way. Let‟s assign a category to that form of cord, relationships...
Other major categories could be diseases (diagnosis), habits, medicines, addictions,
anxiety, financial issues, lack of exercise, unhealthy diet, any issues that cause you
to procrastinate, issues you worry about, problems you take on that belong to
friends and relatives.
The energetic cords that we are talking about now are the cords that you send out
and/or received from/to other people, places, situation, incomplete projects or
things. Your subconscious or conscious mind reacts to your perceived needs or
wants. The original intent of the codes was to help us with density, period. The
by-product of the protection code was that it keeps us off center, depleted of
energy and Earth-bound. Although it was certainly needed in past eras, it is no
longer needed now – we (and Earth) have reached a high enough vibration in our
evolutionary process to eliminate the protection code. We don‟t need to be fertile
“soil” for polarity, for cording, for phobias, for energy leakage. While the
protection code is in place, no matter how many times we “cut” the cords, work on
any of the situations listed in the paragraph above, we remain vulnerable – finding
it difficult to find and remain in “center”.. to sustain neutrality, etc.
The only pre-requisite for this work is to have Level 1: Crystal Imprint Removal
done. The cost will be $180.00 for the removal of the amniotic protection code
and one clearing or $333.00 for the removal of the amniotic protection code and 3
clearings which are done over a period of months. We have found that one

clearing hasn‟t entirely cleared up all the residue because some individuals try to
reconnect to some of their old patterns and that it has taken three removals for
completion.
Change and transformation is about evolving towards the empowered and choicedriven individual. Reaction is replaced with response; choice replaces compulsion
or addiction. Then we will grow closer towards our life goals and towards our soul
longing. We can choose to drop the pain of the past and to embrace a creative and
exciting present. We can learn to consciously participate in our own evolutionary
unfolding.
See you soon,
Loren and Diane
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